UCA Foundation 2010 Honor Roll of Donors

The following pages are in honor of the 2,138 alumni and friends who supported UCA through private giving between January 1, 2010 and December 31, 2010. A total of $1,945,959 was recorded in contributions in 2010. Of these gifts $142,975 was given for university-wide programs, $1,310,224 for designated programs, and $492,760 for endowments.

NOTE:
If you find an error in this listing, please report the correction to the UCA Foundation office, (501) 450-5288 or (800) 981-4426. Any corrections, as well as additional gifts made during this calendar year, will be printed in a later publication. If you cannot find your name because you forgot to participate please join us in 2011!

The 1907 Society (cumulative giving)

The 1907 Society, named in honor of the founding year of the University of Central Arkansas, gives special recognition to those individuals and organizations that have a lifetime cumulative giving level of $50,000 and above. The following donors have met those requirements and we appreciate their continued support, generosity and commitment to UCA.

Founders Society $1,000,000 and above
Charles * and Nadine * Baum
Centennial Valley, LLC
Jacob * and Mary Ellen * Crow
Rush and Linda Harding
Beulah * Mann
K. Louis * and Merle Mae * Mills
Walton Family Foundation, Inc.
Windgate Charitable Foundation

Normal Society $500,000 - $999,999
Confucius Institute
Conway Corporation
Jimmy * and Cleda * Driftwood
O. W. * McCastlain

ASTC Society $250,000 - $499,999
Axiom Corporation
Bunny and Carol Adcock
American Management Corporation
Harvey * Buffalo
Conway Area Chamber of Commerce
Conway Development Corporation
Crews & Associates, Inc.
First Security Bank
Rosamond * Hughes
Johnelle Hunt
Don and Mary Lou Mashburn
Jane Morgan
Rush-Hal Properties
Stella Boyle Smith Charitable Trust
Anna Claire * Wilkison

SCA Society $100,000 - $249,999

Bank of America
Paul and Mary Cantrell
Centennial Bank
Madge Wade Clayton Estate
Conway Orthopaedic and Sports Medicine Clinic
Hal Crafton
Mary Anna Dalske
Evelyn * Schaffhauser Duff
Carl * and Clara * Forsberg
Mike Fortier
Bill * and Marie Glenn
Sue Griffin
Griffith Foundation
Bill and Jane Hardin
Jim and Kay Hinkle
Don and Marty Horton
Insurance Education Foundation
Nabholz Charitable Foundation
Mozelle * Nelson
Robin and Debbie Nix
Hazel Ward Phillips Trust
Denver and Freda Prince
Regions Bank
Robert D. & Barbara Nabholz Charitable Trust
Tom and Joanie Roberts
Frank * and Dorothy Robins
Scott and Laura Roussel
Steve and Lana Russell
Roy and Christine Sturgis Charitable & Educational Trust
Norb and Carol Schedler
Southwestern Bell
The Bridges/Larson Foundation
Verizon
Wal-Mart Foundation

UCA Society $50,000 - $99,999

Ralph * Behrens
Bertha Lacy Munn Trust
Bob and Patsy Brannan
Cecily Coffelt Bullard
Ray Burns
Dora * Heck Cady
Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards
Gladys * Chasey
David * and Carol Jean * Craig
G. A. and Jean Davidson
Granger and Jan Davis
Milton and Claudia Davis
Carolyn Eidson
Jeff * and Patsy * Farris
Hubert and Mary Virginia Ferguson
Dave and Bobbie Floyd
Geo-Surfaces
Andrew and Mary Ann Hiegel
Dollie * Randleman Holl
Charles and LuRene Jolly
Dorothy * Long
Fletcher and Jo Nell Lowry
Xzin * McNeal
Louis and Susan Meisel
N.S.S.L.H.A. - UCA Chapter
Sheffield and Mary Lynn Nelson
Curtis * and Frances * Nooner
Scottie and Larsa Pippen
Bill Plummer
Earl and Kathy Riddick
Joe * and Vada * Russell
John * Russell
SBC Foundation
Bill and Elizabeth Farris Sorrels
Mike and Denise Stanton
State Farm Companies Foundation
Dale * and Mary * Steuart
Win and Carmen Thompson
James * and Anne * Threet
Virco Manufacturing Corporation
Hazel Weir Trust

Presidents Club 2010

The Presidents Club is made up of highly committed supporters of the University and its students. Presidents Club members are individuals and corporations who contribute an annual gift of at least $1,000. We thank all those listed for their support at the highest level of our annual fund categories.

Torreyson Club $25,000 and above

Bunny and Carol Adcock
Confucius Institute
Conway Corporation
Crews & Associates, Inc.
Carolyn Eidson
First Security Bank
Sue Griffin
Griffith Foundation
Bill and Jane Hardin
Rush and Linda Harding
David and Julia Koch
Fletcher and Jo Nell Lowry
Louis and Susan Meisel
Nabholz Charitable Foundation
Renaissance Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Sola Gratia, LLC
Danny and Annie Stell
Steve and Claudia Strange
James * and Anne * Threet
Walton Family Foundation, Inc.
Farris and Ann Womack

**McAlister Club $10,000 - $24,999**

Joe and Laura Allison
The Bridges/Larson Foundation
Centennial Bank
Jacob * and Mary Ellen * Crow
Granger and Jan Davis
Geo-Surfaces
John and Becki Lusk
Jane Morgan
Judy Preuitt
Earl and Kathy Riddick
Tom and Joanie Roberts
Scott and Laura Roussel
Norb and Carol Schedler
Bill and Elizabeth Sorrels
Timothy Ridge Education Foundation, Inc.
Weaver-Bailey Contractors, Inc.
Leo and Katrina Wilcox
Windstream Corporation
Eleanor Woolverton

**Irby Club $5,000 – $9,999**

Acxiom Corporation
Jerry and Madelyn Adams
Gary and Karen Aday
Carl and Carolyn Anthony
Becker Professional Review
Bell & Company, P.A.
Herby and Billie Jo Branscum
Paul and Mary Cantrell
Charles G. Koch Charitable Foundation
John and Beth Chiorini
Conway Area Chamber of Commerce
Hal Crafton
G. A. and Jean Davidson
James and Celeste Flanagin
Peggy Flesher
Norris and Emogene Fox
David and Dana Fox
Bill and Bobbi Helton
Andrew and Mary Ann Hiegel
Philip and Diane Jonsson
Kevin and Michele Kemp
Lauretta Koenigseder
Derek Lewis
Peter and Shelley Mehl
Joyce Miller
Lavon and Brenda Morton
Nabholz Construction Corporation
Jim and Peggy Schneider
Robert and Shelia Templeton
Trucking Industry Defense Association
Virco Manufacturing Corporation

Snow Club $2,500 - $4,999

Allen L. Gum Baseball Camp
Arkansas Cancer Coalition
Arkansas Portable Toilets
Rex Bell
Bertha Lacy Munn Trust
BKD, LLP
Ron and Karen Blachly
George and Debbie Bratton
Doretta Bright
Harry and Carlyn Canham
Chesapeake Operating, Inc.
Conner & Sartain, P.A.
Conway Rotary Club
Tom and Melissa Courtway
Timothy and Belinda Cox
Michael and Myrna Cummins
Woody and Cora Cummins
Terry and Joyce Fiddler
Chaney and Susie Floyd
Slaton and Diann Fry
Ray and Donna Hambuchen
Neil and Jackie Hattlestad
Richard and Vernelle Hendrickson
Steve and Lee Anne Hess
Lisa Hickman
Jim Hickman
Glen and Christene Hoffman
Hal and Judy Hunnicutt
Kaufman Lumber Compnay, Inc.
Maurice and Hermine Lee
Bill and Kathleen MaGee
Jeff and Mary Ruth Marotte
Johnny and Ginger McCaleb
Elaine McNiece
Susan Miller
National Association Purchasing Management, Inc.
Bruce and Jan Newcomer
Clarence Perkins
Delma Jo Prince
John and Shirley Richardson
Carl Rickert, Jr.
Richard Robertson
Rock-Tenn Company
Steve and Lana Russell
Carl and Judy Sandlin
Jerry and Ruth Slaton
Blake and Pam Snider
Spencer Educational Foundation, Inc.
Mike and Denise Stanton
Team Wakefield, Inc.
Text Book Brokers, Inc.
Tulsa Community Foundation
Steven and Marci Warren
Joe and Sue White

Farris Club $1,000 - $2,499

4th Degree Knights of Columbus
Abrams Services
Micah Abrams
Larry Adams
Bill and Julie Adkisson
William and Myra Altom
Georg and Annabelle Andersen
Bill and Jane Arthurs
Arvest Bank
James and Megan Baber
John Bachmann
John and Vickie Bailey
Janis Banister
Ranae and Todd Bartlett
Phil and Janet Bartos
Bean Hamilton Corporate Benefits
Jay and Molly Bernard
Rose * Berry
Chauncey Billups
Dickie and Linda Black
Bucky and Dawn Bramlett
John and Shirley Bratton
Patrick and Brenda Bray
Bill and Suzanne Brazil
Virginia Brown
Brown's Graduation Supply & Awards Company
Billy and Betty Brumbelow
Cecily Coffelt Bullard
Steve and Beth Burgess
Arvil and Janet Burks
Wayne Calloway
Jeff and Alicia Cantrell
Sean and Pat Cantrell
Conrad and Theda Carroll
Casey and Alana Clark
Don and Nancy Cole
Conway Development Corporation
Conway Men's Chorus
Conway Symphony Orchestra, Inc.
Conway Towne Center, LLC
Sue Cooper
Cornerstone Health Care, Inc.
Terry and Sherry Courtenay
Leo and Lynne Crafton
Anne Crighton
Dave and Rebecca Cronk
C.W. Culvert
Data-Tronics Corporation
DeBoard Electronics
Frank and Kathleen DeLorenzo
Dave and Bonny Dennis
Don and Kelley Desoto
Don and Julie Disterheft
Steve and Pam Dixon
Graydon Dodson
Graydon and Jeanne Dodson
Bill and Mary Kay Dunaway
Randy and Cathy Duncan
John and Robin Dunn
Terry and Jewel Edwards
Harold and Melinda Eidson
John and Amelia Eldridge
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Kelley and Leslie Erstine
Evans Appraisal Service
Bill and Susan Farris
Mary Ferguson
Financial Planning Association of Arkansas
Joe and Isabel * Finnell
First Arkansas Financial, Inc.
Jim and Mary Flanagan
Francis and Meredith Flanagan
Foot's Electric
Jay Fortner
Jay and Kim Fox
Carl and Kim Frederickson
Dennis and Wanda Fulmer
Byron and Melissa Galloway
Tom and Theresa Gerard
Jack Gillean
Dan and Donna Gladwin
Dennis and Ilene Goodwin
Grassroots Lawncare, Inc.
Victor and Charlotte Green
David and Laura Grimes
David Halter
Billy and Earlene Hankins
William Hardin
H. B. Hardy, Jr.
Don and Mary Harlan
David Harvey
J. D. and Penny Hatfield
Hazel Weir Trust
Shane and Katie Henry
Charles and Dalencia Hervey
G. A. and Sue Hines
Jim and Kay Hinkle
John and Robyn Horn
James and Mary Hoyme
Hudson Cisne & Company, LLP
Will and Kathy Huffman
Joan Hug
Jeff and Mathilda Hulett
Jimmy and Carolyn Ishee
Paul and Terri Johnson
James and Irene Johnson
Bill and Rosanne Johnson
Jeffrey and Cherie Johnson
Jack Johnson
Arch * and Artie Jones
Kenne and Cathy Ketcheside
Kenneth and April Kinley
Brad Lacy
Tommy and Pam Lasiter
Pat and Mary Lea
Bob and Susan Lilly
Danny and Linda Linn
Larry and Marie Lisko
Harold and Sue Love
Mike Loveless
Hilda Lovell
Audie and Elizabeth Lynch
Stephen and Becky Magie
Larry and Fran Marshall
Conway and Kathy Massey
Jean Matchett
Bob and Armilda McCormack
Barbara McLauchlin
Allan and Joanne Meadors
Allen and Barbara Meadors
Memphis Chapter of RIMS, Inc.
Pamela Milburn
Marsha Minton
David and Gwen Moody
Waddy and Gay Moore
Red and Ginny Morgan
Jerry and Patricia Mounce
Jim and Marie Murry
Mike and Lisa Myers
Charles and Charlotte Nabholz
Sudhir Nayer
David and Cindy Naylor
Polly Newman
Diane Newton
Bill and Virginia Nutter
Online Learning Associates, LLC
Bill and Pat Otto
William Otto, Jr.
Bill and Michelle Parsley
Fred and Lillian Petrucelli
Greg and Sherri Pillow
Jeff Pitchford
Rollin and JoAnne Potter
Mickey and Cheryl Prince
Denver and Freda Prince
Qual Care Roofing, LLC
Bill and Marnette Ragon
Bill and Betty Ramsey
Rick and Becky Rasnick
Michael Rausher
Harry Readnour
Robert and Lauren Redfern
David and Nancy Reese
Regions Bank
Gary and Sandra Reifeiss
A. J. and Debbie Restum
Bobby and Diane Reynolds
Jim and June Richards
Frank * and Dorothy Robins
Mary Louise Rogers
Robert and Lori Ross
John and Denise Rowland
Stan Russ
Russell Dermatology of Conway, PLLC
Bill Schmidt
Robert and Glenda Schmidt
Rick and Brenda Scott
Marian Shamu
Gary and Karen Shires
C. W. and Susan Siler
Simmons First National Bank
Seth Simmons
Willie Slaton
Smith Ford, Inc.
Debbye Smith
Randy Smith
Ros Smith
Ted and Laurie Smith
Kenny and Nan Snow
Drew Speed
Jeff and Lori Standridge
James and Laura Stanley
Tom and Wanda Stanton
Louis and Judy Stell
Donna Stephens
Bill and Geneva Stephens
Kirk and Sue Stone
Jack and Donna Strickland
Karen Sullards
Steve and Lora Taylor
Tommy and Gretchen Taylor
Brad and Gina Teague
Thomas & Thomas, LLP
Bobby and Jennifer Thomas
Don and Denise Thomas
Mark and Paula Thomas
Win and Carmen Thompson
Glenda Thompson
Eileen Tollett
Singh and Meena Tomer
Robert and Cathy Toney
Trinity Development Company, Inc.
Terry and Sandra Tucker
Hugh and Linda Tyler
Ryan Underwood
U.S. Compounding, Inc.
Robert and Judy Varnell
Harold and Mary Wade
John and Betty Ward
Oscar and Doris Washington
Chris and Jennifer Watson
Lloyd and Connie Westbrook
Robin and Jeanie White
Scotty White
Joseph and Mary Lou Wild
Brad and Barbara Williams
Ronnie and Connie Williams
Carolyn Williams
Corliss Williamson

**Lifetime Presidents Club**

Lifetime members of the Presidents Club must donate a minimum of $25,000 within five consecutive years. The following individuals have met those requirements and we appreciate their generosity and commitment.

Acxiom Corporation
Bunny and Carol Adcock
Joe and Laura Allison
American Management Corporation
Doyle and Eleanor Baldrige
Bank of America
Baum Charitable Foundation
Ron and Karen Blachly
Bob and Patsy Brannan
Herby and Billie Jo Branscum
Cecily Coffelt Bullard
Ray Burns
Paul and Mary Cantrell
Centennial Bank
Centennial Valley, LLC
Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards
John and Beth Chiorini
Confucius Institute
Conway Area Chamber of Commerce
Conway Corporation
Conway Development Corporation
Conway Orthopaedic and Sports Medicine Clinic
Hal Crafton
Crews & Associates, Inc.
James and Elizabeth Dailey
Mary Anna Dalske
G. A. and Jean Davidson
Granger and Jan Davis
Milton and Claudia Davis
Dixie Band Camp, Inc.
Graydon and Jeanne Dodson
Carolyn Eidson
Hubert and Mary Virginia Ferguson
First Security Bank
James and Celeste Flanagin
Dave and Bobbie Floyd
Mike Fortier
Norris and Emogene Fox
Fred Darragh Foundation
Geo-Surfaces
Marie Glenn
Dwayne and Elaine Goode
Sue Griffin
Griffith Foundation
Bill and Jane Hardin
Lu and Mary Hardin
Rush and Linda Harding
Andrew and Mary Ann Hiegel
Jim and Kay Hinkle
Don and Marty Horton
Johnelle Hunt
Insurance Education Foundation
Charles and LuRene Jolly
Philip and Diane Jonsson
Kevin and Michele Kemp
David and Julia Koch
Fletcher and Jo Nell Lowry
John and Becki Lusk
Edwina Mann
Don and Mary Lou Mashburn
Richard Massey
Elaine McNiece
Louis and Susan Meisel
Paul and Kim Moore
Jane Morgan
N.S.S.L.H.A. - UCA Chapter
Nabholz Building & Management Company, Inc.
Nabholz Charitable Foundation
NC Staffing
Sheffield and Mary Lynn Nelson
Robin and Debbie Nix
Scottie and Larsa Pippen
Bill Plummer
Judy Preuitt
Denver and Freda Prince
Regions Bank
Renaissance Charitable Foundation, Inc.
John and Shirley Richardson
Earl and Kathy Riddick
Robert D. & Barbara Nabholz Charitable Trust
Tom and Joanie Roberts
Frank * and Dorothy Robins
Scott and Laura Roussel
Roy & Christine Sturgis Charitable & Educational Trust
Rush-Hal Properties
Steve and Lana Russell
Norb and Carol Schedler
Simmons First National Bank
Bill and Elizabeth Sorrels
Southwestern Bell
Mike and Denise Stanton
State Farm Companies Foundation
Danny and Annie Stell
Stella Boyle Smith Charitable Trust
Charles and Nona Stephens
Steve and Claudia Strange
Target
The Bridges/Larson Foundation
Win and Carmen Thompson
Tokusen U.S.A., Inc.
Verizon
Virco Manufacturing Corporation
Wal-Mart Foundation
Walton Family Foundation, Inc.
Weaver-Bailey Contractors, Inc.
Leo and Katrina Wilcox
Windgate Charitable Foundation
Windstream Corporation
Farris and Ann Womack

The University Club 2010

Membership in the University Club is open to those alumni and friends who contribute an annual gift of $500 to $999.

Kristian and Brandi Andersen
Danny Arrigo
Keith Atkinson
Gilbert and Susan Baker
James and Linda Baker
Marion Baker
Robert and Pam Balentine
Bill and Beth Bandy
Barnes & Noble
Jim and Doris Bell
Jack and Ginny Bell
Chris and Kristy Bentley
James Berkau
Raymond Bertasi
Elson and Betty Bihm
Bil-Mac Corporation
Pat and Karen Blaylock
Cindy Boyle
Don and Jan Bradley
Scott Brezee
Joe and Connie Brown
Kevin and Ruthann Browne
Allen and Sherry Buckler
Richard and Jennifer Bundrick
Barry and Lonnie Burch
Marylois Hardin
Willie Hardin
Gene Hatfield
Henry and Jane Hawk
Brewer and Josie Hefner
Jim and Terry Hendrickson
John and Sharon Henley
Ron and Shirley Hesselschwerdt
James and Suzanne Hicks
Ron Hill
Lee and Marsha Hinson
Jamie Holt
Cliff and Debbie Hoofman
Joseph and Linda Horton
Linda Hsu
Eric and Donna Hutchinson
Larry and Cindy James
Ronnie and Laura Jennings
Matt and Melissa Jordan
KALLEN, Inc.
Gabriel Kasper
Bob and Margaret Kelly
Kent Pursell Insurance Agency, Inc.
KSI, Inc.
Elizabeth Kunkel
La Huerta Mexican Restaurant
Barbara Lamb
Shane Lamb
Jeffrey Layman
William Lee
Michael and Hallie Leicht
Frances Lemon
Alex and Joann Lieblong
Phillip and Shirley Lipsmeyer
Larry and Hilda Malpica
Jerry and Patsy Manion
Ron and Jeanette Marvel
Kip and Valencia Maxfield
Mickey and Janet Mayland
Jim and Rebecca McChristian
David and Cheryl McCormick
Gary and Kimberly McCullough
Tim and Jodee McKenna
Cheryl McKim
Paul and Mikie McLendon
Steve McRoberts
William and Shauna Meador
John and Lisa Merguie
Michael F. Wilson Insurance
Mary Beth Miller
Jerry and Sharon Mimms
Pat Moon
Milisa Moore
Will and Sara Morgan
Stewart and Martha Nelson
Patsy Newton
North Pulaski High School
Marilyn O'Brate
Paradise Development
John and Jennifer Parrack
Leo and Sarah Patterson
Nelson and Dorothy Patterson
Patterson Eye Care, P.A.
Thomas Pearce
Allen and Sharon Perry
Mark Peters
Kenneth and Rebecca Phillips
David and Kristen Pittman
Bill Plummer
Greg and Nikki Price
Progressive Club of Conway
Pamela Pruett
Bruce and Sallie Pursell
Tommy and Erin Pyle
William and Joyce Quillen
Michael and Tracy Rash
Michael and Diane Rasmussen
Jan L. Rice
Coy and Cendey Roberts
Ron and Pat Ross
Rodney and Melanie Roubique
Michael and Patricia Rubach
S.C.I. - Salter Construction, Inc.
Steve and Angel Scherrey
Scott and Jami Schwartz
Ronald and Gayle Seymour
Craig Shirley
Jimmy and Melinda Shumaker
Michael and Stephanie Simants
Bradley and Cynthia Smith
Donna Smith
Mary Sue Smith
Todd and Melissa Smith
Sody's Liquor
Jerry and Rhonda Sollis
Randy and Jan Spann
James and Linda Staggs
Jason Steele
Steve and Angela Strange
Greg Strickland
Tate Insurance
Bobby and Deana Taylor
Zachary Taylor
TEPA, Inc.
The Deans Club 2010

Membership in the Deans Club is open to those alumni and friends who contribute an annual gift of $250 to $499.

Guinn and Peggy Aday
Daniel Allen
Arkansas Central Primary Care, PLLC
Arkansas Community Foundation
Arkansas Library Association
Phillip and Marion Bailey
Ken and Debbie Barnes
Keith and Zanette Bell
Harel and Wilma Bennett
Mable Benton
Melba Berry
LaMonte and Becca Bolding
Brian and Francie Bolter
John and Kathryn Bowles
Tyler and Rhonda Bradley
Kevin and Leigh Anne Braswell
David and Sharon Bridges
Ronny and Barbara Brown
Lucy Buergler
Wright and Carolyn Bundrick
Louise Burke
Wesley and Janet Burks
Joseph Cangelosi, Jr.
Edwin and Jane Cantrell
Jim Cheek
Anne Chilson
Lynnette Collums
Marshall and Charlotte Cone
Jay and Karen Connelley
Clint and Angele Conque
Tony and Heather Cook
Alma Corley
Seth and Janice Coulter
Clayton and Vicki Crockett
Dalton's Club Marketing Services, Inc.
Kevin Danaher
Beverly Daniel
Daren Walters Construction, Inc.
Velton and Carol Daves
Decisive Analytics Corporation
Doug Clark Baseball Camp
Lynetta Dunevant
Gene Eddleman
Maria Ellis
Jeffrey and Amy Evans
F O Williams Advertising, Inc.
Mark and Cindy Fowler
Friends of Blanche Lincoln Campaign Committee
Steve and Libby Fulmer
Eric Fulton
Barry and Elizabeth Gilmore
Jimmy and Debbie Gossett
Jerry and Sharon Grable
Richard and Brenda Graff
Rob and Kristi Green
Brent and Ashley Gregg
Ken Griffin
Mike and Margaret Grimes
Tony and Kami Guanella
Brian and Tabatha Gunnels
Brian and Denise Hall
Shannon Hamilton
Lee and Mary Harris
Gene Harris
Jerry Joe and Lib Harrison
Charles and Jeanne Harvey
Rufus and Noella Haynes
John Henderson, Jr.
Reggie and Karen Henderson
Hank Henderson
Dr. and Mrs. Hess
Jamie Hickman
James Hikins
Kenneth and Marilyn Hill
Hilliard Enterprises, Inc.
Gene and Mary Frances Hobbs
Greg Hogue
Frank and Wendy Holbrook
Robert and Jo Anne Holyfield
Ann Hortillosa
Larry and Jaynette Huff
Randy and Michelle Hull
Jim and Dale Hunter
Nancy Jackson
Jet Enterprises
James and Deborah Johnson
Norma Johnson
Jo Carol Jones
Shirley Jones
Bobby Kelly
Paul Kimbrough
Nathan Kinard
Karrie Kovalcheck
David and Sharon Kuhn
Kuykendall & Spradlin Investments, LLC
William and Christina Lammers
Brooks and Pam Lawrence
Larry and Donna Lawrence
Ancil and Lesley Lea
Deloris Leftridge
Charles and Pam Lemley
Paul and Donna Lipsmeyer
Little Rock Truck Parts, LLC
Robert and Susan Logan
Gene and Vera Louallen
Harvey Matheny
Christine Mayo
Jerry Mayo
Lakynn McBride
Todd and Tina McCall
Richard McClain
Shawn and Shari McGehee
Ernest Miller, Jr.
Julie Monty
Janet Moon
Morris Publishing Group, LLC
Thomas and Linda Musselman
Dr. and Mrs. Nalley
Dave and Janie Naylor
Robin and Debbie Nix
Tom Oxner
Michael and I'Lisa Painter
David and Liz Parker
Bill and Cecilia Patterson
Stephanie Pollard
Ronald and Gwen Ponds
J. R. Pursell
Warren and Shari Readnour
Danny and Dinah Reed
Ralph Reynolds
Gary and Diana Roberts
Sheree Ross
Monty and Nancy Rowell
Steven and Nilu Saroj Runge
Cornelia * Scales
Chuck and Regina Shelton
Chuck and Sara Shipp
Kevin and Natalie Shock
Margaret Shook
Kurt Smith
Sodakco, LLC
Southern Brown Rice, Inc.
James and Virginia Spain
Glenn and Paula Stacks
Jack and Kathleen Staggs
Wayne and Ellen Stengel
Charles and Nona Stephens
Trent Stewart
Strange Family Farms, LLC
Lequeita Stroup
Tau Beta Sigma Alumni Association
Stephen and Karen Thessing
University Women's Club
John and Stephanie Vanderslice
Blake Vernon
Joe and Charlene Walthall
Stephanie Watson
Gary and Julia Wekkin
Allen Whitwell
Dick and Debbie Williams
Linda Wilson
Jeff and Laura Young
Philip and Melanie Young

The Coffee Club 2010

Membership in the Coffee Club is open to alumni and friends who contribute an annual gift of $125 to $249.

Scott and Kay Adams
Charles and Wyona Ainley
David and Deborah Allen
Jacqueline Anderson
Les and Cheryl Anderson
Tom and Terri Anderson
Sandra Armstrong
Steve and Jackie Arrison
Automatic Auto Finance, Inc.
Carl and Kathleen Baker
Carl and Lena Barger
Michael Barron
Gene and Jan Bartley
Scotty and Debbie Bell
Randy and Suzy Bell
Red Bell
Kimberly Belz
Matthew and Megan Benson
Beta Delta Chapter of Omega Psi Phi
Alexander Binnie
Tim Bisping
Melissa Booth
Jamie Boothe
Janada Brandon
Charles and Sarah Breshears
Susan Broussard
Belinda Brown
Joshua and Stephanie K. Brown
Sara Ruth Brown
Eric and Sarah Bryan
Jimmy and Jann Bryant
Larry Burns
Chad Cagle
Mary Ann Campbell
Ed and Bonnie Cargile
Jesse and Ralynn Castete
Clinton and Margie Causey
Central Arkansas Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, P.A.
Zinnia Clanton
Douglas and Carol Clark
Greg and Karen Clark
Zak and Sarah Clark
Mike Classen
Patricia Coats
Conway League of Artists
Gene and Judy Corcoran
Tim and Patsy Cornelius
Gerald Cound
Jeremy Crabb
Wayne and Frances Cranford
Creative Sports Network
Matt B. Daniel
Cecil and Judy Daves
Dean Davis
Otto and Ginger Diederich
Cordell and Kim Dielmann
Mary Lynne Diggs
Robert and JoAnn Doolos
William and Angelea Drennan
Joseph and Sheila Dunlap
John and Anna Dunnam
Lorraine Duso
Jack Eardley
Roland and Janet Elkins
John and Liz Ellis
John Engskov
Jim and Sarah Eppler
Phil and Susan Ertel
Gabe and Jo Esteban
Marjorie Fain
Dennis and Emily Faulk
Travis and Sancy Faulk
Charles Fecher
Hubert and Mary Virginia Ferguson
James Fletcher
Gary Forst
James and Donna Foss
Stephanie Fox
Kristin Frase
Jeremy and Ashley Gardner
Ramesh and Umadevi Garimella
Bill and Shirley Garrett
Kevin Garrison
Jamie and Melissa Gates
Israel Getzov
Charlene Gladwin
Chester and Carole Good
Ronald and Charlene Goodwin
Brenda Graham
Wanda Gray
Jeremy Gregory
Gary and Linda Griffith
Jay and Amy Guthrie
Nancy Halbert
Dalton and Donna Ham
Tim and Shelly Hampel
B.J. and Jo Ann Hance
Russ Hancock
Mickey and Judy Harbour
Becky Harris
Rebecca Harris
Tom and Susan Harris
Gordon and Barbara Harrison
Dick and Melissa Hatfield
Teresa Hays
Mikki Hebl
Carol Heffley
Margaret Henley
Alan Henry
David and Kathleen Henze
Brent and Deborah Hill
Gary and Zoe Hines
Ervin Hodges
Robert and Kendra Holden
Dona Holt
Ron and Debbie Holthouse
Ross and Lolly Honea
Barbara Hoover
Steve and Patti Hornor
Debbie Howell
Tracy Howell
Marilyn Huffman
Elizabeth Ivener
Jan Phillips Insurance Agency, Inc.
Ray Jenkins
Howard and Sandra Johnson
Barry and Vicky Johnson
Billie Jo Jones
Kasi Jones
Michelle Justus
Kappa Sigma Fraternity
Jane Kenney
Hubert and Betty Korbus
Allen and Jacqueline Kordsmeier
Tim and Zaida Kramer
Brittney Laster
Edwin and Beverly Ledbetter
Charles Liggett, Jr.
Rosco and Sigrid Long
Tim and Ellen Loveless
Mabel Low
John and Sheryllee Lowe
Wm. and Cheryl Lyons
Jerry and Linda Marple
Glen Massingill III
Mary Catherine Maxey
Richard and Cathleen McCauley
Rick and Deb McCollum
Ted McConnaughhey
Mike and Dawn McCormick
Brad and Sarah McDaniel
Alex McDonald
Max and Susan McElmurry
Mahlon and Carolynn McFatridge
Margaret McGee
Melba McKeen
Kevin McKenna
James and Teresa McMains
Katherine Satterfield
Raymond and Lavern Schaap
Chris and Paula Schoolfield
Chuck and Netta Seifert
Gary and Katherine Sharp
Robert Shaver
Daniel Sheets
Matthew Shelby
Don and Cindy Shelton
Jim and Marina Shelton
Josh and Randi Shipman
Brent and Terrie Shires
Greg and Joan Shofner
Conrad and Sara Shumaker
Sigma Nu - Lambda Phi Chapter
Sigma Phi Epsilon Arkansas Zeta Chapter
Joseph Smith
Joyce Smith
Richard and Peggy Smith
Wayne and Sandra Smith
Smith, Knight & Associates
Sonshine Academy
George and Iris Soscia
Southwestern Energy Company
Larry Sparks
Tom Spencer
Dennis and Minza Spradlin
Jana Sue Springer
Rodney and Becky Steele
Earl and Maxine Stegall
Jewell and Nancy Steinbeck
David Strickland
Stromboli's, LLC
Earl and Opal Stroup
Billie Sudigala
Joe and Paula Sullivan
James and Marilynn Tanner
Justin and Karey Tapley
Bill Taylor
Jim Tesch
Desirae Thomas
Mary Ellen Thompson
Tilley Medical Services, LLC
John and Bettina Toth
Tab and Donna Townsell
Treasure Island Antiques & Collectibles Mall
Josh Tritt
Virgilee Tsuda
Chris Turner
Dan and Debbie Turner
Eric Tyler
Bobby and Annette Utley
Danny and Diane Vance  
Gene and Nellie Vaughter  
Mala Waller  
Larry Ward  
Jim Warren  
Samuel and Dot Welch  
Candace Welcher  
Larry Wellman  
Jo Ann Wells  
Westside Station, LLC  
Joseph and Rebecca Wheeler  
Tommy and Rita Whited  
Cedric and Brandye Williams  
Patricia Wilson  
Susan Wilson  
Ken and Karen Wolfe  
Gabriel Womack  
Robbie and Betty Wood  
Mike and Dee Woodrum  
Keith and Peggy Woosley  
Eugene Wright  
Jim and Carolyn Wright  
Jean Wyatt  

**UCA Friends 2010**

UCA has many friends who support its efforts. The following names are presented with pride and appreciation.

20th Century Club  
Jessica Ables  
Robert and Barbara Abney  
Barbara Adams  
Matt and Rosemary Adlong  
Sabreen Al-Uqdah  
Tom and Valeria Albaugh  
Tammy Alexander  
Carl and Carolyn Allen  
Johnny and Ginger Allgood  
Tim and Ailissa Alsup  
Amy Amy  
Melissa Anderson  
Robert and Delois Anderson  
Marlene Andrey  
Ann's Trendy Kidz  
Anthony Otwell Insurance Agency, Inc.  
Appearances Salon & Day Spa  
Kathy Appelhans  
Arkansas Children's Hospital
Mike Armour
Ken and Cindy Armstrong
David and Meleah Arnold
John and Alice Arwood
Dahlia Ashford
Joe and Regina Askew
Amber Atchley
Ben and Carolyn Atkinson
Patricia Audirsch
Merlin and Beverly Augustine
Carole Ault
Austin and Austin, Inc.
Cliff and Grace Avant
Blanca Ayers
Erin Aylor
Hunter and Joyce Babin
Margaret Bagby
Peggy Bagwell
Joseph Bailey
Nora Bailey
Thomas Bailey
Damian and Christina Baker
James and Mitzie Baker
Jerry and Carolyn Baker
Joan Baker
Bald Knob High School Cheer
Doyle and Eleanor Baldridge
Deane and Judith Baldwin
William and Jodi Bales
Leia Balima
George and Connie Balogh
Paulette Bane
Pat Barker
Charles and Dianne Barnes
Robert and Kay Barnes
Phillip Bass
Angela Bassham
Robert and Jo Ann Bassham
Amber Bates
Russell and Jessica Bates
David and Lynn Batson
Clayton and Traci Baugh
Monica Bausom
Baxley Equipment Company
Angela Bean
Francis Beckendorf
Nelle Bedner
Melinda Beith
Dennis and Jane Bell
Philip and Annette Bell
Lawrence and Tammy Benson
Harvey and Donna Benton
Eric Berkemeyer
James and Jeannine Berkemeyer
William and Pam Berry
Michael and Polly Ann Biggs
Mark and Sherri Billings
Don and Nancy Bingham
Ginna Bird
Dirk and Joellen Bisbee
Rudy and Sherry Bischof
Blair Bishop
James and Joyce Bishop
Rebecca Bivens
Shane and Christi Bjornberg
Don and Bessie Blachly
Tiffany Black
George and Mary Nell Blackwell
Tracey Blake
Greg Blakey
Harold and Dean Blalock
Charlene Bland
Adam and Amanda Bledsoe
Milton Boekhout
Keith and Shirley Bogaev
Katie Boger
Kurt Boniecki
Bob and Harriet Bonner-Mitchell
Billy and Nona Booth
Tami Bordelon
Scott and Deanna Boso
Ozella Bounds
Robert and Shirley Bowen
Jeff and Michelle Bowers
Jennifer Bowman
Kim Boyer
Tina Boyles
Amy Bozarth
Richard Bradberry
Betty Bradford
David Bradley
Donnie and Sara Bradley
Sonya Brady
Henry and Mary Bragg
Ron and Cheryl Bramlett
Bob and Patsy Brannan
Lanny and Levita Brannon
James and Robin Braun
David and Mildred Brazell
Ken and Kathleen Bredehoeft
Inez Brewer
Bob and Chris Bridwell
Darby Brighton
Johnny and Shellee Britt
Terry Brockington
Aaron Brooks
Roger and Meredith Broomfield
Chris and Cathy Brown
Don and Marci Brown
James and Joyce Brown
Jeffrey and Amy Brown
Kimberly Brown
Perry and Addie Brown
Susan Brown
Turner and Elizabeth Brown
James and Carolyn Bruce
Kendra Brumley
Katherine Brummett
Lee and Pat Brun
Jane Brush
Donna Bryant
Robert and Jolinda Bryant
James and Dixie Buchanan
Hank and Cindy Buehling
Don and Patricia Buffaloe
Janet Buford
Robert and Loucinda Buford
Anne Burdick
Clarence Burg
Shirley Burkert
Cindi Burleson
Lynn Burley
Cliff and Jimmie Burnette
Kenneth and Charlene Burns
Steve Burns
Debra Burris
Lance Burroughs
Curtis and Della Burrow
Roger and Pamela Burton
Alla Jane Bush
Zindee Bush
Ralph Butcher
Jesse and Julie Butler
Mary Button
C & S Deli, LLC of Conway
Bob and Julie Cabe
DeeDee Cain
Tyler and Jessie Cain
Norman and Marsha Callaway
Christine Calvert
Marilyn Cameron
Heather Campbell
Randy and Susan Campbell
Wesley and Joan Cannon
Bill and Ellen Capehart
Darcy Caplan
James and Barbara Carder
Susan Carfanco
Bobby and Mary Cargile
Charlotte Carlson
Patrick Carmack
Elaine Carpenter
Carries Business Equipment, Inc.
Endrea Carroll
Wanda Carroll
Lane Carter
Ruth Carter
John Casey
Rickey Casey
Ricky and Lea Cash
William Cash Jr.
Bob and Joanne Castleberry
Aleisha Cavazos
Gary and Brenda Cavenor
Cedar Rock Yoga Studio, Inc.
Central Florida Clinic for Rehabilitation
Stan Chadick
Tom and Connie Chambers
Angelo and Zoe Chantilis
Carolyn Chapman
Jerald and Jody Charter
Xiaowei Chen
Chenal Restoration Contractors, LLC
Wendell Chism
David Choate
Frank and Nancy Chudy
Charlene Chwalinski
Mimi Ciarletta
David and Joyce Clark
Dola Clark
Linda Clark
Charles and Donna Clawson
Jeff and Missy Clifton
Eva Clowers
Ted and Alline Clowers
Richard and Judy Cockrill
Mike and Twila Coffey
Kay Cogbill
Rodney and Lynn Cole
Mary Coleman
Pat Collier
Chris Collins
Timothy Collins
Thomas and Shirley Connick
Frank Connors
Conway BJJ
Conway MMA, Inc.
Conway's Tots to Teens Magazine
Charles and Valerie Derryberry
Marianne Dethardt
Sonya Dick
James and Deb Dickerson
Mary Dillon
Dora Dinnan
Allen and Laveta Dixon
Roger and Twyla Dobbins
Linnea Dodson
Angela Dollarhide
Carra Nell Donovan
Pat Donson
Doodles For You
Wendell and Barbara Dorman
David and Deena Dougherty
Jane Douglas
Margaret Downing
Erika Droke
Faye Duchane
Robert Dudley
Due Amiche Italian Pizza Restaurant
Dannie and Polly DuLaney
Douglas and Julie Dunbar
Deborah Duncan
Harold Duncan
Taine Duncan
Glenn and Maxine Dunham
Chet and Mandy Dycus
Sridevi Eadara
Charlie and Carolyn Eagle
Jerome and Gloria Ealy
Shaneil Ealy
Steve and Carrie East
Carolyn Eastham
Glenn and Betty Eddins
Dee Edie
Kenneth and Fredia Edmonson
Thomas Edwards
Janina Eggensperger
Syble Eisenhauer
Edward and Susan Eller
Cecilia Elliott
Dean and Michelle Elliott
Donald and Mary Elliott
Herman and Betty Ellis
Marisa Elmquist
Megan Elms
Joe and Laura Elwood
Engelkes & Felts, LTD
Becky Engles
Robert and Mary Lou Entzminger
Ellen Epping
Donna Erbach
Donna Evans Photography
Roy Erickson
Michael and Marcia Esbaner
Escape Salon
Martha Ethridge
Claye Eubanks
David Eubanks
Barbara Evans
James and Paula Evans
Jerome Evans
Robbie Evans
Marty and Gayle Faggetti
Max Fairley
Terry Fancher
Charlotte Fant
Al Farmer
Martha Farnam
Patsy * Farris
Whitney Farris
Fatchmo Volley, Inc.
Valerie Favre
Carolyn Fendley
Patti Ferguson
Julia Fey
Carol Field
Brad and Karon Fields
Robert and Jeannette Finch
Lucretia Fink
Terri Finkbeiner
Russell and Patricia Fish
Carol Fitzgerald
Dr. and Mrs. Stuart A. Fleischner
Eric and Carol Fleming
Jerry Fletcher
Joel Fletcher
Mike Flippo
Freddy Flood
Cynthia Flores
Melinda Flowers
Thomas Flowers
David and Cynthia Foerster
Michael and Diana Foote
Clay Ford
Howard and Judith Ford
Barbara Forest
Don Foster
Bill and Sarah Fountain
Deborah Fowler
Michael and Haley Fowler
Brian and Donna Fowlkes
Whit and Nancy Fowlkes
Philip Frame, Jr.
Rusty and Ashley Freeman
Danielle Freschi
Tim Friesen
Jack and Sarah Frost
Brent and Jennifer Fry
Linda Fulmer
FYI Screen Printing
James Gaiser
Martha and Thomas Galek
Ralph and Paula Gallucchi
Lynn Garcia
Adrian Gardner
Gene and Kathryn Gardner
Martha Garrett
Jerol and Sarah Garrison
Patrick Garvin
Joe and Nina Gasaway
Van Gates
Ron and Susan Gatto
Mary Gentry
Denise George
Joseph Ghormley
Timothy and Derenda Gibbs
J.D. and Janet Gingerich
Desiree Gipson
Joe Givens
Betty Sue Glaeser
James and Josie Glenn
Brian Glick
Global Oasis, Inc.
Eddie and Pamela Glover
Kale Gober
Colby and Rachel Golden
Mary Good
Corinne Goodwin
Emily Gordon
Cleveland and Latisha Gordon
Sondra Gordy
Jeanie Gorham
Naga Goriparthi
Pat and Judy Goss
Gregory and Alicia Gough
Nancy Graddy
Marty and Andrea Gramling
Sammy and Jacqueline Grandy
Charles and Mary Graves
Ryan and Holly Graves
Troy and Lou Gray
Charles and Ceasarene Green
Scott and Cassie Green
Nona Greenfield
Jennifer Hiegel
Jerry and Cynthia Hiegel
Bill and Sue Higgs
Daniel and Tami Hill
Janet Hill
Marian Hill
Randy and Donna Hillard
Gary and Betty Jo Himes
Mary Hines
George and Doris Hinkle
Jill Hinsley
Tom and Jessica Hinz
Charles and Elizabeth Hodge
Sharon Hodge
Nell Hogan
Robert and Misty Hogan
Lynn and Carolyn Hoggard
Eric and Loretta Holifield
Holley Mountain Properties, Inc.
Helen Holloway
Jawanda Holloway
Kaylee Holmes
James and Sarah Holt
Jarrell Holt
Wayland and Nancy Holyfield
Jake Honegger
Justin and Emily Hoskinds
Debi House
Gloria House
John and Debra Howell
Jeff and Faith Hudnall
Frank * and Jo Karen Hudson
Pat Hudson
Ken and Charlotte Huggins
Kelly and Lisa Hughes
Chris Humphrey
Flournoy Humphreys
Willie and Vergia Hunt
Pamela Hunter
Schuyler and Martha Hunter
Lisa Huntze
John and Kim Hutchcraft
Hutchison & Whiteaker
Bryan and Cynthia Imamura
Anne Irby
Mona Irwin
Doug and Mary Jo Isanhart
Chris and Judy Isbell
Barbara Isom
Sheryl Jackson
Jacksonville Guitar Center, Inc.
Albert and Emogene James
Terry and Janice James
Serena Jeffery
Arthur and Anne Johnson
Barbara Johnson
Duane Johnson
Jeremiah and Susan Johnson
Merlin and Pamela Johnson
Michael and Lee Johnson
Sandra Johnson
Jason Johnston
Lance Johnston Photography, Inc.
Maybeth Johnston
TJ and Rachel Johnston
Jim and Pam Jolly
Anthony and Amy Jones
Arlette Jones
Dunn and Molly Jones
Efrem and Patricia Jones
Felicia Jones
Randy and Catherine Jones
Richard Jones
Robert and Carol Jones
Valinda Jones
Omar Juarez
Sharon Junkerman
Carolyn Junkin
Just T's-N
Kathryn Justice
Paul Kauffman
Jason Keith
Moses Kelley III
Dianne Kellogg
Patti Kelly
Linda Kelso
Bill and Beverly Kennedy
Larry and Virginia Kennedy
Mark and Deborah Kennedy
Grady Kersh
Denesh and Divya Khullar
Kicks Activewear
John and Phyllis Kincannon
Charlie and Trina King
Alexander Kita
Edward and Pamela Kleitsch
John and Kay Knight
Leslie Knox
Richard and Brenda Knox
Thomas and Shauna Kogler
John and Kimberly Kollar
Kordsmeier Furniture Company
David Koty
Sherri Kovach
Jerry Krupka
Lola Kumpe
Wilbur and Maycie Kumpe
Mary Lachowsky
Chad and Sheena Lairamore
Stephanie Lamar
Van and Jackie Lamar
Joseph and Katherine Lamb
Morris and Cynthia Lamberson
Dora Lamey
Cameron and Krista Lane
Philip Laney
Russ and Mary Langston
Melissa Lashbrook
Paul and Carolyn Lasseigne
Lucinda Lau
Roland and Eloise Launius
Jerry and Reta Lawrence
Donna Lawson
Long Le
Libby Ledford
David and Paula Lee
Earl Lee
Rick Lee
Sherelle Lee
Sonny Lee
Winna Ruth Lefler
Amanda Legate-Garcia
Melinda Leija
Hayes LeMay, Jr.
Michael and Terry Lenahan
R.B. Lenin
Susan Lester
Eric and Audrey Leung
Larry and Carol Levi
Manford and Bella Levy
Kathy Lewellyn
Jennifer Lewis
Oliver and Velma Lewis
Steven Lewis
Jason and Monica Lieblong
George and Louise Ligon
James and Glynna Ruth Lillard
Clay Lindberg
Bob and Kathy Linder
Peggy Lindsey
Angela Links
Larry and Janis Lipsmeyer
Daniel and Mary Littlefield
Weijiu Liu
James and Jeannie Locke
Claudia Long
Justin and Cara Long
Steve and Beth Longing
Elizabeth Loveless
Ken and Marsha Lovett
Julia Loyall
Kenneth and La Ruth Lucas
Lois Lunsford
Maude Lynch
Gene Lyon
Sande Mabry
Cecile Madden
Joe and Diane Mahan
Ben Majors
Tina Mankey
Sue Manning
William K. Manning II
Joe and Twala Maresh
Scott and Pam Markham
Sheila Martin
Brady and Carol Massey
Bryan Massey, Sr.
Greg and Pam Massey
Jane Mathias
April Matthews
Beverly Mattson
Maumelle Area Chamber of Commerce
Anneliese Maus
David and Lauren Maxwell
Benjamin May
Buzz and Marilyn May
Dellis and Pamela May
Larry and Carol McAdams
Bryan and Corbi McAlliser
Bettye McClendon
Nechele McClinton
John McCollum
Jayanna McCulloch
Cecila McDaniel
Kay Lynn McFall
Bonnie McGaha
McGehee Chiropractic, PC
Mac and Karen McGhee
Bud and Keri McGiboney
J J McIntyre
Shelby McKeever
Jeff and Candace McLeran
Phillip McMath
Vicki McNeill
Ben McNew
Beverly McNew
Randy and Pam McPherson
Talleri McRae
Ellis Melton
Andy and Jean Mencer
Paul and Sarah Meredith
Sylvia Meriwether
Susan Merrill
Rachel Messer
Stephen and Debbie Meyer
Jared Meyers
Phyllis Mickens
Don Miller
Ina Mae Miller
Joshua Miller
Monika Miller
Paul Miller
Charles and Letha Mills
Michael and Nancy Mitchell
Tim Mitchell
Thomas Miyoshi
MobileCause, LLC
Ed and Teri Moffitt
Edmund and Benita Moix
Tracy Monin
Harold and Joyce Moore
Lee and Mary Moore
Patricia Moore
Ross and Susan Moore
Scott and Kathryn Moore
Sherry Moore
Brode and Cloie Morgan
Drew Morgan
Mark and Starla Morgan
Jeanette Morin
Freddie and Kerri Morris
Mary Morris
Robert and Ellen Morris
Verna Morris
Rhonda Moseley
Mary Mosley
Etoyle Mouser
Richard and Norma Muller
Dean and Sue Mullins
Laura Munns
Tonya Musial
Dan and Marilynn Nabholz
Tim and Brenda Nabholz
Andrew and June Nagy
Paul and Jill Nagy
John and Roxie Naphan
Barry Napier
Norman Neece
Andrea Nehus
Mona Neighbors
Daniel and Karen Nellums
Susan Nelms
Russell Nelson
Carl and Barbara Nevin
Max and Nelda New
Joel and Marilyn Newcome
Matthew and Melissa Newsom
George and Betsy Newton
Edward and Carol Nichols
Jerry and Franceil Nichols
Janice Nicholson
Joel and Janie Nicholson
Larry and Diane Nicholson
Lynn Nicholson
Randy and Janet Nokes
Belinda and Ricky Nooner
Glen and Mary Jean Norman
Joe and Joyce Norton
Michael and Maria Norvell
Monterey Nosari
Richard and Katherine Noyes
Chris and Lisa Null
Sally O'Niell
Carol Oakland
William and Sandra Oberle
Pope and Christi Oden
Ole Main High School Class of 1989
Bill and Marion Oliphant
Pat Ott
Dean and Cheryl Overstreet
Irma Overton
Sue Owens
Teata Pace
Jeff and Laura Palmer
Jonas and Judy Palmer
Aubrey Pangle
Fannie Parish
Dan and Gigi Parker
Don and Carolyn Parker
Richard and Etha Jane Parker
Tom and Brenda Parker
Parris Carpet, Inc.
Charles and Mary Ann Parsley
Marian Parsons
Tom and Patricia Parsons
Phillip and Beverly Pascoe
John and Mary Passe-Smith
Bill Pate
Lynn Patterson
Julia Patton
Walt and Terry Paulson
Larry and Pamela Pearce
James and Jane Pearson
Kathy Perkins
Dolores Perrine
Emma Perry
Joann Peters
Robert Peters, Jr.
Debbye Petre
Lucy and Mark Petrucelli
Samantha Pettey
Kayla Phelps
James Phillips
Wanda Phillips
Marie Pierce
Zack and Stephanie Pinegar
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Plant
Bobby Player
Robert and Helen Pless
Larry and Shelia Poff
Doug Poindexter
Fred and Kristine Polich
Jamie Polk
Laura and Jason Pollard
Brian and Kathie Poole
Chessica Porterfield
Michael Pothier
Danny and Sloan Powell
Rick and Linda Powell
Charles and Carol Powers
Michael and Melinda Poyner
Presto Printing, Inc.
Randall and Anita Price
Stephanie Price
Charlie Pruitt
Kent and Peggy Pursell
Louis and Clarice Pushkarsky
Jim and Nancy Quinn
Allen Raines, Jr.
Michael and Sara Ramaker
William and Betty Ramsey
Mike and Sharon Rapp
Mabel Rasnick
Virginia Raum
Lisa Ray
Randy and Terry Ray
Louis Reaper
J. P. and Janet Rector
Daniel Reed
Hubert Reed
Willard and Pauletta Reese
Win and Kathy Reeves
Lonnie and Katheryn Reid
Dale Remerscheid
Valerie Shepherd
Jerry and Martha Gail Shields
Sharon Shields
Jerry and Karla Shipman
Michael and Missy Shock
David and Sherrie Short
Jim and Sue Shults
William and Patricia Shy
Roberta Sick
Mark Siebenmorgen
John and Donna Simpson
Frances Sketoe
David Skotko
Sarah Slocum
SMG, Inc.
Marc Smirnoff
Angela Webster-Smith
Belva Smith
Billy Smith
Cassandra Smith
Dennis and Ruth Ann Smith
Guy and Lynn Smith
John and Lynn Smith
Judith Smith
Kenny and Diane Smith
Peggy Smith
Turk and MaryAlice Smith
Hatim Smouni
Marion and Adanell Snider
Stewart Snider
Calista Snow
Anthony Sons
Susan Southard
Harton and Nona Spatz
Vickie Speaks
Lou and Willie Spears
Janice Spigner
Pam Spikes
James and Pamela Spivey
Phillip and Tracie Spivey
Ernestine Sprinkle
Nancy Spurr
Sarah St. Clair
Willie and Amy Staggs
Hosea and Shirley Stanford
Kathryn Starr
Russell and Patty Stav
David and Mary Sue Stearns
Kyndle Steinmetz
Wayne and Dorothy Stevenson
John and Katherine Steward
William and Dana Steward
Garry Stewart
Jackie and Janice Stewart
Phyllis Stewart
Sue Stover
Statler and Jennie Strange
Ruth Strauch
Tina Strickland
Mary Stroope
Chuck Stuart
Glenda Stueart
Robert and Beverly Sullenger
Linda Sullins
Tracy Sutherland
Christopher Sutton
Blanche Sweet
James and Jennifer Symancyk
Lynda Synder
Stephen and Janet Szczypien
Frank and Iris Taggart
Marion Talley
Terry and Michelle Talley
Rick Tarkka
Jerry Taylor
Rhea and Faye Taylor
Beryline Temples
David Teneyck
Charles and Janice Terrell
Reva Terry
The Bull Dog Restaurant
The Carpet Center, Inc.
Jack and Kathy Thomas
Jerry and Cathy Thomas
Nicholas and Gina Thomas
Sue Thomas
Beverly Thompson
D. Ann Jones-Thompson
Ralph and Sarah Thornton
Chris Throneberry
Jimmy and Barbara Throneberry
Jim and Temple Thurman
Rodney Tillman
David and Lisa Timmermann
Bill Ed and Janet Tiner
Grant and Cathryn Tomlin
Timothy and Janet Toner
Curtis and Terrie Treadway
Marilyn Treece
Tammy Tregre
Michael and Amy Trickett
Mitch Trotter
Gary and Michelle Troutman
Fred and Judith Trowell
Mac and Carol Troy
Landon and Erica Trusty
Bob and Faye Tubbs
Joe and Eileen Tucker
John Tucker
David and Ann Turney
Howard Turney
Larry and Kay Tyler
Margaret Uthman
Fritzie Vammen
Carrie Vance
Chris and Ashley Vaughan
Bob and Donna Veatch
James and Marla Vest
Richard and Judy Vick
Mike and Karen Vinson
Brandi Vondenstein
Leslie and Jane Wade
Donald and Molly Walchuk
Lynn and Pamela Waldren
Walk This Way
Bill and Lynn Walker
Tommy and Susie Walker
Colleen Wallace
Susie Walls
Marilyn Walters
Marsha Ward
Scott Warrior
David and Libby Waters
Albert and Mary Watson
Charles Watson
John and Janet Watson
Robert Watson
Donell and Charolette Watts
Karen Weaver
Floyd and Montene Webb
Charles and Delcia Webster
Rick and Cindi Weiler
David and Alexandra Welky
Carlton Wells
Mary Wells
Mike and Marcy Wells
Western Rail, Inc.
Jane Wheelington
White Oak Nursery Gardens & Landscaping
Marie Whitfield
Blake and Laura Whitley
Robert Wickser, Jr.
Gene and Meredith Wilbourn
Louise Wilcox
Tara Wilcox
James and Edith Wiley
Jon Wilkerson
Ed and Sharon Wilkes
Larry and Beth Wilkins
David Williams, Jr.
Edward and Mollie Williams
Grady and Joy Williams
Kirby Williams
Nancy Williams
Richard and Liz Williams
Scott Williams
Ralph and Ellen Wilmoth
Thomas and Myrtice Wilmoth
Henry and Cheryl Wilson
Janet Wilson
John and Jeanne Wilson
Sadie Wingard
Jeff and Judy Wingfield
Mark and Gena Wingfield
Mary Winkler
Dianna Winters
Jay Witt
Jimmy Witt
Robert Wolff, Jr.
Jeffrey and Andrea Woods
Gwendolyn Woodson
Robert and Kathy Wrenn
Eugene and Lisa Wrenn
James and Rosa Wright
Michael and Mary Kay Wurm
Kathy Wyrick
Dong Xie
John and Maria Yankowskas
Elizabeth Yarborough
Charles and Ann Yingling
Charles and Ann York
Gene and Peggy Zajac
Lezlie Zakrzewski
John Ziegler
Nick and Jerri Zurcher

**Doyne Society Members**

The Doyne Society consists of those individuals who have remembered UCA in their estate plans through a bequest, trust or annuity. We gratefully thank the following for their commitment.

June Bates
Wanda Carroll
Charles and Nelda Casey
Jerry and Stella Cash
Malcolm and Betty Cherry
Larry and Shelvie Cole
James and Elizabeth Dailey
David and Joan Dallas
Mary Anna Dalske
Granger and Jan Davis
Milton and Claudia Davis
Sara Jo Fendley
Mary Ferguson
Dave and Bobbie Floyd
Marge Gladden
Bill * and Marie Glenn
Rush and Linda Harding
Paul Henson
Andrew and Mary Ann Hiegel
Bob and Tess Hill
Ross and Barbara Holiman
Eric and Donna Hutchinson
Charles and LuRene Jolly
Harold and Sue Love
John and Becki Lusk
Don and Mary Lou Mashburn
Bob and Armilda McCormack
Sheffield and Mary Lynn Nelson
Lee and Beverly Parker
Tom and Patricia Parsons
Kenneth Parsons
Walt and Terry Paulson
Tim and Stephanie Percefull
James and Janet Richardson
John and Shirley Richardson
Dale Rorex
Belton Russell
Norb and Carol Schedler
Hazel Schnitzler
Karen Sullards
Nancy Theis
Philip and Judy Willcoxon

* deceased

Matching Gift Companies

Companies across the nation matched gifts to the University of Central Arkansas Foundation by employees of their respective companies in 2010. We value their continued support and take this opportunity to recognize these generous gifts.

Acxiom
Aerojet
Albemarle Corporation
Allied Signals
AT&T Foundation
Atlas Carriers
Bank of America Foundation
Bank of Tokyo - Mitsubishi UFJ, LTD
BKD, LLP
Caterpillar Foundation
ConocoPhillips Company
Entergy Corporation
ExxonMobil Foundation
Financial Strategies Group
Google
IBM International Foundation
Murphy Oil Corporation
Mustang Fuel Corporation
North Carolina Association of Insurance Agents, Inc.
Pepsico (Frito Lay)
Regions Financial Corporation
Reynolds American Foundation
Shell Oil Company Foundation
Sprint Foundation
State Farm Companies Foundation
Texas Instruments Foundation
Thrivent Financial for Lutherans Foundation
USAA
Verizon Foundation
Wells Fargo